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year 1787 Daniel Mendoza, a Jew, became a celebrated boxer and set up a
school to teach the art of boxing as a science, the art soon spread among the
young Jews and they became generally expert at it. The consequence was in a
very few years seen and felt too. It was no longer safe to insult a Jew unless
he was an old man and alone.... But even if the Jews were unable to defend
themselves, the few who would [now] be disposed to insult them merely
because they are Jews, would be in danger of chastizement from the passers-
by and of punishment from the police.69
Moreover, Jewish proficiency in the ring gained the sympathies of the
mob and much of their unpopularity disappeared. Jewish pugilists in-
troduced a new school of boxing, relying more on science and less on
brute strength, whose heroes were Mendoza, Dutch Sam, and Young
Dutch Sam-
There were many foreign artisans in London, especially in Soho and
St Martin's, besides the French colony in Spitalfields, which became
more or less absorbed in the English community. Lacombe, writing in
1777, says,
. . . depuis dou%e armies la quandtl d*ouvriers Strangers ttablu a Londres a
pToduit une efflorescence utile au commerce, malgrl le peu d9encouragement qii'ds
recoivent de la nation et des riches entrepreneurs^ mais la misere et la despotisms
AUemande et Franfoise peuplera toujours cette Babilone, k seul refuge des
infortunes™
The labourers employed by the sugar refiners, a rapidly-increasing
industry of East London, were chiefly German with some Dutch and
Irish.?1
London was said to swarm with foreign refugees, criminals, bank-
rupts and adventurers,' canaille chasse de leurpays*. The London popu-
lace still continued its traditional hostility to foreigners, who were
generally classed indiscriminately as French, but Baretti noticed a
distinct improvement in the ten years between 1750 and 1760 and to-
wards the end of the century foreign visitors no longer comment on it
After the Peace of 1815 it seems to have disappeared.72 Grosley, a
Frenchman who came to London in 1765, analyses the causes of the
hatred, as he calls it, which he himself encountered: 'My French air,
notwithstanding the simplicity of my dress, drew upon me at the corner
of every street a volley of abusive litanies in the midst of which I slipt

